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Practical Theology 2012-04-04 mark cartledge s book is unique in integrating charismatic and empirical perspectives in practical theology it exemplifies both qualitative and quantitative methods of research and suggests a way forward for the emerging field of charismatic theology in part one cartledge offers a proposal for the development of a charismatic practical theology he surveys the different models of the interaction of practical theology and social sciences and defends one that is consistent with charismatic spirituality the section also explores how charismatic spirituality affects theories of truth and knowledge by making testimony an integrating center before concluding with a clear explanation of the methods of research employed part two progresses into six empirical studies on charismatic worship glossolalia and postmodernity women and prophetic activity the toronto blessing healing and socialization each chapter of this important book ends with a methodological reflection and suggestions from renewed theological praxis enforcing the values of such methods of study for a clearer understanding of charismatic christianity Narratives and Numbers: Empirical Studies of Pentecostal and Charismatic Christianity 2017-06-06 in narratives and numbers empirical studies of pentecostal and charismatic christianity mark j cartledge provides a rich set of essays on key themes in pentecostal and charismatic christianity which one of the most vibrant expressions of religion in the world today Charismatic Glossolalia 2017-05-15 what is the nature and function of the pentecostal charismatic gift of speaking in tongues charismatic glossolalia aims to answer this question drawing on detailed observations and interviews with people who themselves speak in tongues as well as survey data cartledge presents explanations on the meaning of this gift for both the participants and their churches cartledge argues that an understanding of the gift of speaking in tongues emerges as a symbol of divine human encounter especially associated with the context of prayer and worship and symbolising a sense of beauty awe power intimacy and faith building in theological terms speaking in tongues may be described as trinitarian sacramental and as demonstrating an important feature of the kingdom of god an extensive literature review considers material
from the new testament pentecostal and charismatic theology and the behavioural and social sciences this book offers a unique contribution to pentecostal and charismatic scholarship as well as the emerging scholarly tradition of practical theology

**Charisma** 1974 this book not only integrates the growing body of research and theory on charismatic leadership but also pushes back the frontiers of our knowledge by introducing new theories and insights the authors present a comprehensive model of the charismatic leadership process the model is documented by extensive empirical research and richly illustrated with case examples of corporate leaders

**Charismatic Leadership in Organizations** 1998-07-15 this book takes up where max weber left off in his study of charisma and extends and rounds off the theory with insights from other disciplines and new empirical data tying weber s argument about the consequences of societal breakdown to contemporary psychological theorizing on self efficacy douglas madsen and peter snow demonstrate that magnetic personalities must have willing followers

**The Charismatic Bond** 1991 prophecy is a major theme both in scripture and in church doctrine however prophecy is seen by many as an ancient biblical phenomenon which is now redundant there is conversely a form of prophecy that is very much alive in the pentecostal charismatic wing of the church although the pentecostal charismatic tradition is billed as the fastest growing movement in church history it has received scant attention in pentecostal studies in terms of its focus on charismatic prophecy this book is an attempt to explore the notion of charisms of the holy spirit it examines from an empirical theological perspective the nature and significance of the phenomenon of charismatic prophecy as reportedly manifested in pentecostal charismatic liturgical settings in an african context

**Pentecostal-Charismatic Prophecy** 2017 this volume explores the nature of charisma as it accounts for the success of leaders charisma is deconstructed and illustrated through the case studies of three influential leaders in singapore cultural issues are discussed and leadership qualities in general are explored
Charisma and Social Structure 1999-02-05 this book explores the ordinary beliefs and practices of
pentecostal and charismatic christians in relation to the holy spirit it does this by means of a congregational
study of a classical pentecostal church in the uk using participant observation focus groups and documentary
and media analysis this approach develops a framework in which the narratives of informants can be
interpreted focusing on specific areas of interest such as worship conversion healing and witness each
contribution from respondents is situated within the context of the congregation and interpreted by means of
the broader christian tradition this book makes a unique contribution to scholarship by offering a rich and
varied picture of contemporary christians in the pentecostal and charismatic traditions enabling a greater
understanding to be appreciated for both academic and ecclesial audiences

Charismatic Leadership in Singapore 2012-01-14 seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject
business economics personnel and organisation grade 1 a university of st gallen institute for leadership and
personal management language english abstract by analyzing personal interviews this term paper attempts to
grasp the property of what is commonly known as charisma and to explain its virtues and effects especially
with regards to business and leadership firstly a definition of charisma and a description of what is commonly
understood by the term charisma are given this appears to be very difficult because there are so many
different meanings and explanations around there are psychoanalytical explanations that root in the freudian
theory charisma is a regressive phenomenon the relationship of a follower to his leader is like that of a five
year old to his father sociological explanations humans need to have simple explanations for the complexity
of today s world so they cling to a leader and attribution based explanations either based on salience and
results or on leader behaviour but all those explanations have in common that they understand charisma as a
concept very much linked to perception therefore charisma is not a single personality type but something
more complex we each experience the world differently and as a result we may interpret the actions of others
differently the specific character of a leader has to be seen by followers as relevant to their situation if
followers do not think their leader’s formulation of a strategic vision matches their own aspiration they re less likely to perceive him or her as a charismatic leader also a person may form a charismatic leader in one specific situation setting and surrounding but not in another there are very many different kinds of charisma depending on the kind of leader and especially on the state of the followers one point that might illustrate how different the perceptions of charisma might be is the as Tongues of the Spirit 1999 a noteworthy theology of the holy spirit that challenges current scholarship in the field how might a distinctively pentecostal and charismatic theological perspective inform and enrich the discourse of academic practical theology in order to address that question mark cartledge in this book probes the relationship between scripture experience and the holy spirit by means of the concept of mediation that is how the divine is experienced in the world an expert in both pentecostal theology and practical theology cartledge offers a unique intervention into practical theology through the lens of the holy spirit he presents an original reading of pentecost and the spirit reception texts in the book of acts and engages with current literature in both pentecostal studies and practical theology further cartledge places his whole discussion within a broader protestant theological framework and he interrogates an existing congregational study to provide a real life example of theological intervention Testimony in the Spirit 2016-04-01 this book explores the ordinary beliefs and practices of pentecostal and charismatic christians in relation to the holy spirit it does this by means of a congregational study of a classical pentecostal church in the uk using participant observation focus groups and documentary and media analysis this approach develops a framework in which the narratives of informants can be interpreted focusing on specific areas of interest such as worship conversion healing and witness each contribution from respondents is situated within the context of the congregation and interpreted by means of the broader christian tradition this book makes a unique contribution to scholarship by offering a rich and varied picture of contemporary christians in the pentecostal and charismatic traditions enabling a greater understanding to
be appreciated for both academic and ecclesial audiences
Demystifying Charisma: empirical report 2008 this is the 10th anniversary edition we seek to update the theoretical and empirical work and professional practice issues associated with transformational and charismatic leadership that have transpired over the past decade
The Mediation of the Spirit 2015-07-08 andrt drogers is professor emeritus of cultural anthropology at vu university amsterdam
Testimony in the Spirit 2016-04-01 the notion of prophecy is a leitmotiv both in scripture and in the church however the popular form of prophecy that is witnessed in the church today is the charismatic prophecy manifestations in the pentecostal charismatic movement although the latter is now billed as the fastest growing christian movement in church history and has brought to the fore the biblical notion of the charisms of the holy spirit the subject of charismatic prophecy has received limited attention in pentecostal studies there is therefore a gap in knowledge the present study is an attempt to address the lacuna it is an empirical biblical investigation of the nature and significance of prophecy in the pentecostal charismatic experience the study presents a particular thesis that charismatic prophecy as observed in pentecostal charismatic congregational settings in the african context is sacramental in its nature and parakletic in its functional significance thus the charismatic prophecy experience is viewed as an intense moment of a participatory interface between the divine spirit and the human spirit in which the divine spirit infuses the human conscious dimension with revelatory impulses the experience is parakletic in the sense that it edifies encourages and comforts the church in congregational settings
Transformational and Charismatic Leadership 2013-06-25 treating religion as a fully social cultural historical and material field of practice this book presents a series of debates and positions on the nature and purpose of the study of religions or religious studies offering an introductory guide to this influential and politically relevant academic field the contributors illustrate the diversity and theoretical viability of
qualitative empirical methodologies in the study of religions the historical and cultural circumstances attending the emergence defence and future prospects of religious studies are documented drawing on theoretical material and case studies prepared within the context of the british association for the study of religions basr and making frequent reference to wider european north american and other international debates and critiques

**Studying Global Pentecostalism** 2010 book review from amazon com contents forward and commentary linda l neider andchester a schriesheim the leader as integrator the case of jack welch at general electric edwin a locke transformational and charismatic leadership a levels of analysis review of theory measurement data analysis and inferences francis j yammarino shelley dionne and jae uk chunch social exchanges in the workplace a review of recent developments and future research directions in leader member exchange theory berrin erdogan and robert c liden path goal theory of leadership martin g evans influence tactics and leader effectiveness gary yukl and carolyn chavez leadership in the context of psychological contract breach the role of mentoring terri a scandura and ethlyn a williams contingency model of leadership effectiveness challenges and achievements roya ayman

**The Nature and Significance of Prophecy in Pentecostal-charismatic Experience** 2012 seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject business economics personnel and organisation grade 1 a university of st gallen institute for leadership and personal management language english abstract by analyzing personal interviews this term paper attempts to grasp the property of what is commonly known as charisma and to explain its virtues and effects especially with regards to business and leadership firstly a definition of charisma and a description of what is commonly understood by the term charisma are given this appears to be very difficult because there are so many different meanings and explanations around there are psychoanalytical explanations that root in the freudian theory charisma is a regressive phenomenon the relationship of a follower to his leader is like that of a five year old to his father sociological explanations
humans need to have simple explanations for the complexity of today's world so they cling to a leader and attribution based explanations either based on salience and results or on leader behaviour but all those explanations have in common that they understand charisma as a concept very much linked to perception therefore charisma is not a single personality type but something more complex we each experience the world differently and as a result we may interpret the actions of others differently the specific character of a leader has to be seen by followers as relevant to their situation if followers do not think their leader's formulation of a strategic vision matches their own aspiration they're less likely to perceive him or her as a charismatic leader also a person may form a charismatic leader in one specific situation setting and surrounding but not in another there are very many different kinds of charisma depending on the kind of leader and especially on the state of the followers one point that might illustrate how different the perceptions of charisma might be is the as

**Religion: Empirical Studies** 2017-03-02 doctoral thesis dissertation from the year 2018 in the subject leadership and human resource management management styles grade 4 1 university of kelaniya language english abstract the objective of the study is to explore the specific charismatic behavioural characteristics in leaders of virtual teams the charismatic leadership model developed by conger and kanungo 1988 is the main theoretical framework for building this research argument the sri lankan bpo sector was selected as the study setting and its virtuality was primarily tested using the virtuality index the study is a mixed method research study and followed a sequential exploratory mixed method design the quantitative data was collected by a survey method using c k scale and qualitative data collection was based on in depth interviews and focused group discussions based on the questionnaire draws from the c k scale factor analysis was employed to capture the behavioural characteristics of virtual charismatic leaders furthermore the study found that charismatic leadership behaviours were present in the team leaders in bpo companies the factor analysis created a new array of factors to describe the charismatic leadership behaviours in a virtual context the major
contribution emphasized a new set of charismatic leadership behaviours present in leaders of virtual teams. A new model of virtual charismatic leadership was developed including seven behavioural characteristics by comparing the charismatic behaviours of the Conger and Kanungo model and the proposed model. It was able to discover three behaviours that are unique to the virtual setting to put forward the originality of the study. They are building trust in followers, adaptive behaviour, and dealing with diversity. This study added new dimensions to charismatic leadership and can be seen as an extension to the existing model of charismatic leadership of Conger and Kanungo. Next, a detailed behavioural profile of virtual charismatic leaders was developed in addition to a concise conceptualization of virtual charismatic leadership. It was also given to enrich the literature on leadership. The contribution to the knowledge and the implications were also elaborated followed by future research directions.

*Leadership* 2002-10-01 This title brings together a collection of comprehensive state of the science reviews and perspectives on the most pressing historical and contemporary leadership issues with a particular focus on theory and research and looks to the future of the field.

*Demystifying Charisma: empirical report* 2008 This book traces the history of the word charisma and the various meanings assigned to it from its first century origins in Christian theology to its manifestations in twenty-first century politics and culture while considering how much of the word’s original religious meaning persists in the contemporary secular understanding.

*Charismatic Leadership in Virtual Teams. The Business Process Outsourcing Sector in Sri Lanka* 2021-02-10 The past 15 years of leadership research have taught us a valuable lesson: there is more than one way to be a successful leader. The charismatic ideological and pragmatic CIP approach to leadership showcases three unique yet equally viable pathways to leading and influencing others. This book reviews the history of the CIP model of leadership and summarizes the empirical findings supporting the framework. Emerging areas of leadership research on the CIP model are explored, including followership, shared leadership measurement, and
gender contributions from a range of international academics provide readers with insight into the foundation of the cip theory of leadership and into where the future of leadership perspectives are headed. It includes a chapter for practitioners seeking to understand the framework through an applied lens and offers evidence for a new scale designed to quantify a leader's cip profile. Finally, a revised theoretical framework incorporating key findings to expand the model to meet the diverse needs of future researchers and leaders is offered. This thought-provoking volume will be essential reading for all scholars, researchers, and students interested in the charismatic ideological and pragmatic approach to leadership as well as professionals considering the introduction of a new leadership model.

The Oxford Handbook of Leadership and Organizations 2014 This book addresses various aspects of acoustic phonetic analysis including voice quality and fundamental frequency and the effects of speech fluency and non-native accents by examining read speech, public speech, and conversations. Voice is a sexually dimorphic trait that can convey important biological and social information about the speaker and empirical findings suggest that voice characteristics and preferences play an important role in both intra and intersexual selection such as competition and mating. Social evaluation discussing evaluation criteria like physical attractiveness, pleasantness, likability, and even persuasiveness and charisma. The book bridges the gap between social and biological views on voice attractiveness. It presents conceptual, methodological, and empirical work applying methods such as passive listening tests, psychoacoustic rating experiments, and crowd-sourced and interactive scenarios and highlights the diversity not only of the methods used when studying voice attractiveness but also of the domains investigated such as politicians' speech, experimental speed dating, speech synthesis, vocal pathology, and voice preferences in human interactions as well as in human-computer and human-robot interactions. By doing so, it identifies widespread and complementary approaches and establishes common ground for further research.

A History of Charisma 2009-09-04 Why is charisma so crucially important to today's corporations and how
might its misuse have been responsible for bringing the world's financial system crashing to its knees. Charismatic leadership the role of charisma in the global financial crisis provides a theory driven and intuitively appealing analysis of the role that charisma played in the global financial crisis of 2008. It looks at how charismatic leadership can contribute to organizational effectiveness but also considers the destructive potential of its darker side. It examines the role of charisma in fuelling investor irrationality and the endogenous instability and boom and bust cycles. This book unites both academic and practitioner led approaches to produce a text that is at once stimulating and informative. Expert insights written by financial sector leaders in the view from the markets sections alongside mini case studies and end of chapter questions enable the reader to consolidate key theoretical points covered in each chapter. It will be of interest to advanced students and scholars in the fields of leadership and organizational studies as well as professionals with a keen interest in this area.

**Extending the Charismatic, Ideological, and Pragmatic Approach to Leadership**

2020-04-21 the response of pentecostal and charismatic churches to those suffering in their midst has generally been to seek the intervention of the holy spirit to bring about healing and transformation or perhaps education. But what happens when the suffering continues? It appears to be innocent and meaningless, and god seems to be absent. This study drawing on kevin vanhoozer's dramatic approach to theology argues that the way god calls us to perform as we seek to communicate with him amidst such situations is to lament and to do so with the aid of the holy spirit rather than offering such an approach purely in opposition to the more triumphalistic responses common in pentecostal charismatic theology and practice. This book seeks to show how a performance of lament is conducive to such theology and practice while acting as a much needed corrective to certain aspects of it. What is provided here is therefore relevant reading for both scholars and pastors alike particularly of pentecostal charismatic church tradition who grapple with the realities of suffering and the questions such realities produce.
Delinquency and Drift 2020-10-10 this book both acknowledges the complexity emerging from the three main components of leadership the leader the led and the environment while providing a sound foundational structure in which the complexity of this area of study can be better understood

Voice Attractiveness 2015-08-11 two powerful and interrelated transnational cultural expressions mark our epoch charismatic spirituality and global city this book demonstrates how these two forces can be used to inform ethical design of cities and their common social lives to best support human flourishing spirituality and social and ecological wellbeing of their residents

Charismatic Leadership 2013-11-08 the past 15 years of leadership research have taught us a valuable lesson there is more than one way to be a successful leader the charismatic ideological and pragmatic cip approach to leadership showcases three unique yet equally viable pathways to leading and influencing others this book reviews the history of the cip model of leadership and summarizes the empirical findings supporting the framework emerging areas of leadership research on the cip model are explored including followership shared leadership measurement and gender contributions from a range of international academics provide readers with insight into the foundation of the cip theory of leadership and into where the future of leadership perspectives are headed it includes a chapter for practitioners seeking to understand the framework through an applied lens and offers evidence for a new scale designed to quantify a leader s cip profile finally a revised theoretical framework incorporating key findings to expand the model to meet the diverse needs of future researchers and leaders is offered this thought provoking volume will be essential reading for all scholars researchers and students interested in the charismatic ideological and pragmatic approach to leadership as well as professionals considering the introduction of a new leadership model

A Dramatic Pentecostal/Charismatic Anti-Theodicy 2013 understanding jurisprudence provides an illuminating and engaging introduction to the central questions of legal theory it is the perfect starting point for those new to the subject
The Oxford Handbook of Leadership 2014-09-11 the ordination of a gay bishop in the usa revealed sharp differences in the anglican church world wide the church of england is seen as torn apart by divisions evangelical churches and clergy threaten separation behind the conflicts lies churchmanship anglo catholic evangelical liberal charismatic and similar labels are in regular use those who stand for particular churchmanships use labels both as battle cries and as accusations evangelicals etcetera is a comprehensive and authoritative guide to clergy churchmanship four major questions are asked and answered in this book what is churchmanship can it be measured are particular kinds of people drawn to particular forms of churchmanship what difference does churchmanship make to the way anglican clergy believe and behave

The Charismatic City and the Public Resurgence of Religion 2020 part one of the book assesses past theologies drawing both on scholarly research and the thinking of key church leaders such as john wimber who have influenced the anglican charismatic movement in britain part two addresses different issues that need considering in a holistic theology of mission including the holistic content experiential nature contextual grounding community focus and spirituality for mission spirit shaped mission develops a framework for understanding the mission of the spirit that contributes to pentecostal evangelical and ecumenical thinking on the subject

Extending the Charismatic, Ideological, and Pragmatic Approach to Leadership 2020-11-26 through profiles of such entrepreneurs as lee iacocca steve jobs and ross perot the author defines and examines the qualities a charismatic leader possesses and shows the impact those qualities can have in corporate innovations

Understanding Jurisprudence 2017-11-28 this text consists of essays on how the african independent indigenous churches experience and interpret their religion their relationship to the black experience and the effectiveness of religious expression with regard to their needs topics include oral history in the nazareth church the iviyo lofakazi bakakristu and other renewal movements theological issues in african independent
churches healing exorcism and involvement and creative development
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